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• In investigating these factors, two aspects of the interpreted message must be considered:
• Cued Speech transliterators are attractive candidates for study
• One-to-one correspondence between spoken phonemes and cued phonemes means that both aspects can be easily quantified:
• Accuracy: proportion of signal correctly transmitted by the transliterator • Intelligibility: proportion of signal correctly received by the deaf consumer -Accuracy vs. Intelligibility- 2. The amount of information accessible to the student
Accuracy Intelligibility

Participants
• Eight (8) "expert" Cued Speech receivers
• Profoundly deaf individuals with at least 10 years of experience using Cued Speech • Exposed to Cued Speech before age 10 • Passed CS receptive screening (>90% reception of 5 sentences cued with 100% accuracy)
Materials
• Drawn from videos collected for Experiment 1
• ~2700 phrases excised from transliterator videos
• Only those elicited at the slow-conversational rate (~88 wpm) were considered (~900 possible stimuli, or ~75 clips per CST)
• Four stimulus blocks selected, such that 1. The entire film narration (240 excised videos) could be presented phrase-by-phrase (in order) to each participant 2. The range of accuracy scores was as well-distributed between 0% and 100% as possible
Presentation sessions
• Stimulus items presented one phrase at a time • For individual stimuli, the relationship between accuracy and intelligibility is more variable. However, ...
• Accuracy accounts for 26% of the variance in intelligibility and more when experience is controlled -Novices: 56% of intelligibility variance -Veterans: 28% of intelligibility variance
• Proportion of data points with >70% intelligibility suggests a (likelihood) accuracy-intelligibility psychometric function:
Relationship to lag time
• For individual stimuli, the relationship between lag time and intelligibility is not linear. However, ...
• The >70% intelligibility likelihood lag time -intelligibility psychometric function suggests an optimal lag time: AE1-1.5 seconds AEAssociated with best accuracy and/or other factors?
-Experiment 2: Intelligibility-
• Accuracy of "typical" CSTs is substantially lower than 100%
• Some highly experienced veteran CSTs are quite accurate -2 veteran CSTs were above 85% at the slow-conversational rate • However, many "typical" (i.e. working, randomly selected) CSTs are not -7 veteran CSTs: 40% to 73%, even at the slow-conversational rate -3 less-experienced CSTs: 51% to 81%, with accuracy dropping markedly as speaking rate increased AE Increased transliterator training and professional development opportunities should be created to address these issues in working transliterators
• Accuracy plays a large role in intelligibility
• Accounts for 26% of the variance in this experiment • May account for more if accuracy measurements can be refined The authors wish to thank Morgan Tessler, Dana Husaim, and Jessica Lindsay for assistance in accuracy measurement and analyses, Wendy Park and Jane Smart for work on lag time measurements and stimulus preparation, Kendall Tope for assistance in stimulus creation, and Danielle Milanese for donated transliteration services used to develop practice items. In addition, we thank Catherine Rogers, Kelly Lamar Crain, and Patricia Blake-Rahter for helpful technical discussions throughout the process.
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Overall Results
• On average, across all transliterators and speaking rates...
• Correct cues occurred most frequently (54%) • Omissions were the most frequent type of error (24%) • Accuracy of individual CSTs ranged from • 29% to 84% on average across rates • 40% to 89% at the slow-conversational rate
Relationship to speaking rate
• On average, across all experience levels...
• Correct cues: negative relationship with speaking rate • Omissions: positive relationship with speaking rate • Substitutions and insertions: no effect of speaking rate 
